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Abstract— In bilateral teleoperation system, conventional
position sensor based force reflection method, known as po-
sition error feedback, may generate inaccurate force reflection
directions, when motion of a slave robot is constrained by
unexpected obstacles and link collisions. Restriction Space Pro-
jection method is a novel position sensor based force reflection
framework that was proposed to address this issue. It provides
accurate force reflection in unstructured environments when
motion of a slave robot is constrained by unexpected obstacles
and link collisions, regardless of kinematic dissimilarity between
the master and slave manipulators of the bilateral teleoperation
system. This paper discusses the applications and limitations of
the Restriction Space Projection method through examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

In bilateral teleoperation systems, force sensors dramati-
cally enhance the accuracy of the force reflection compared
to the position sensor based force reflection. It is, however,
practically burdensome to distribute enough force sensors
to detect every possible physical interaction. In addition, a
bilateral teleoperation system using the force sensor based
force reflection is confronted by a serious problem when the
force sensor cannot detect the interaction force. For example,
if a slave robot collides with unexpected obstacles which
are not detected by force sensors, no force is reflected to
a master device. As a human operator is able to move the
master device without constraint, the system becomes un-
stable due to the significant position difference between the
master device and the slave robot. This situation can happen
frequently during the operation is unstructured, cluttered,
or moving environments such as underwater manipulations,
prosthetic arm manipulations, or minimally invasive surgical
robot operations.

On the other hand, since position sensors are typically
placed on every joint of a bilateral teleoperation system,
the position sensor based force reflection method is able to
enhance robustness against unexpected obstacle collisions,
especially, collisions occurring not at the end-effector, but at
the links of the slave manipulator. In the previous study, the
conventional position sensor based force reflection method,
known as position error feedback method, is shown not to
be able to adequately describe the direction of the force
reflection especially when the bilateral teleoperation system
is multi degrees-of-freedom [1]–[3]. Therefore, enhanced
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position sensor based force reflection frameworks have been
proposed for multi degrees-of-freedom bilateral teleoperation
systems satisfying the following conditions [1]–[3]:

• The force reflection framework should be applicable
to multi degrees-of-freedom bilateral teleoperation sys-
tems for all types of kinematic dissimilarity conditions
shown in Table I1.

• The force reflection framework should deal with the
joint constraints as well as the end-point constraint.

• The force reflection framework should be applicable in
unstructured environment without a priori knowledge of
the obstacles or the environment.

• The force reflection framework should be able to use
force sensor signals when obstacles are detectable by
force sensor.

Table I classifies bilateral teleoperation systems according
to the kinematic dissimilarity conditions. The conventional
position error feedback method is applicable to kinematically
similar (KS) type in which one to one joint angle control is
available. For kinematically dissimilar teleoperation systems,
the conventional position error feedback is only applicable
if the two manipulators have equal degrees of freedom and
a tasks space controller with the same gain in all directions
is used [1].

Previously, Kim et al. proposed a position sensor based
force reflection method, called restriction space projection
(RSP) method [2], [3], which is based on the projection of
the restriction space encountered by the slave manipulator
in contact with a rigid obstacle in the environment to the
master. However, the RSP method proposed in [2], [3] is
limited to specific joint constraints and kinematic dissimilar-
ity conditions. The method proposed in [2], [3] was not able
to calculate the restriction space accurately in cases with
multiple obstacle collisions. The method proposed in [2],
[3] was also not able to handle redundancy at the slave side
at all. Kim et al. significantly extends the RSP method to
the general case under any type of constraint for all of the
kinematic dissimilarity conditions listed in Table I [1].

1Jacobian of the master device, Jm : q̇m ∈ Rm → ẋm ∈ Rr , and
Jacobian of the slave manipulator, Js : q̇s ∈ Rn → ẋs ∈ Rr , where qm
and qs are the joint angles of the master and slave robot in the joint spaces,
Rm and Rn, respectively. xm and xs are the pose of the master and slave
robot in the task space Rr . α is an arbitrary non-zero scalar. Note that,
as defined, kinematic dissimilarity is different from geometric dissimilarity.
For example, if the length scale ratio of a master device is the same with
that of a slave robot, it is geometrically similar but not kinematically similar.
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TABLE I
APPLICATION RANGE

Type Description
Conventional Restriction Space Restriction Space

position error feedback Projection (RSP) Projection (RSP)
method in [2], [3] method proposed in [1]

KS Jm = αJs Applicable Applicable ApplicableKinematically similar haptic interface

KDS-EQDOF
Jm 6= αJs, m = n Partially applicable with Partially applicable to

ApplicableKinematically dissimilar haptic interface single gain task space single link collision only
with the same degrees-of-freedom controller at the slave

KDS-RMASTER
Jm 6= αJs, m > n

Not applicable
Partially applicable to

ApplicableKinematically dissimilar haptic interface with single link collision only
insufficient degrees-of-freedom at the slave side

KDS-RSLAVE
Jm 6= αJs, m < n

Not applicable Not applicable [3] ApplicableKinematically dissimilar haptic interface
with redundancy at the slave side single link collision only [2]

Fig. 1. Linear mapping of Instantaneous Motion Space (IMS= R(Js	))
and Instantaneous Restriction Space (IRSG = R(Js)⊥ and IRSE =
R(Js) ∩R(Js	)⊥).

Section II summarizes the concept of the Instantaneous
Restriction Space (IRS) and the calculation and the im-
plementation of the IRS in the RSP framework. Section
III shows how the RSP method is applied to kinematically
dissimilar bilateral teleoperation systems through examples
followed by discussion of applications and limitation of the
RSP method in Section IV.

II. RESTRICTION SPACE PROJECTION METHOD

The concepts of Instantaneous Motion Space (IMS) and
Instantaneous Restriction Space (IRS) are introduced in [1]–
[3] as follows:

IMS : Convex cone of all possible velocity vector that
the manipulator can kinematically achieve2.

IRS : Algebraic complement of instantaneous motion
space (IMS).

IRSG : IRS caused by insufficient degrees-of-freedom.
IRSE : IRS caused by exogenous constraints.
IMS and IRS can be defined mathematically as follows

when joints are bidirectionally constrained:

IMS = R(Js	) (1)
IRSG = R(Js)⊥ (2)
IRSE = R(Js) ∩R(Js	)⊥ (3)

2When there are no half space type constraints (resulting from uni-
directional constraints), IMS becomes a subspace, and IRS becomes the
orthogonal complement subspace of IMS

R(·) stands for the range space of (·). (·)⊥ is the orthogonal
complementary space of (·). Js = ∂xs/∂qs ∈ Rr×n

where xs ∈ Rr and qs ∈ Rn are the pose and the
joint angles of the slave robot. Js	 ∈ Rr×n is defined
as an inherited Jacobian from Js and the columns of Js	
corresponding to the constrained joints are replaced by zero
column vectors. Similarly, q̇s	 is an inherited joint vector
from q̇s and the elements of q̇s	 correspoinding to the
constrained joints are replaced by zeros. In order to detect
the constrained joints, we introduce a certain threshold, ε, to
determine whether the cause of the joint angle errors, esq =
[esq1, esq2, · · · , esqi, · · · , esqn]T , come from the exogenous
motion constraint (i.e, IRSE) or the free motion control
errors. In other words, when the joint angle error is larger
than the ε, the corresponding column of Js	 is replaced by
a zero vector. Mathematically, Js	 and q̇s	 are defined as
follows:

Js	 = JsD (4)
qs	 = qsD (5)

where
D = diag

[
d1, d2, · · · , di, · · · , dn

]
(6)

and

di =
{

0, if esqi > ε;
1, if esqi < ε.

}
(7)

The threshold should be larger than the expected free
motion control errors. It determines the sensitivity to trigger
the proposed method. R(Js)⊥ is the restriction space that
the slave robot cannot reach due to the insufficient degrees-
of-freedom, i.e, IRSG, even if there is no exogenous motion
constraint. If the motion of the slave robot is constrained,
IMS becomes R(Js	). IRSE becomes R(Js) ∩ R(Js	)⊥.
Fig.1 shows the linear mapping of IMS, IRSE and IRSG.

A. Calculation of IRS

In order to calculate IRSG and IRSE, two RSP matrices
are defined, RG and RE .

From the definition of IRSG in Eq.(2), RG, which maps
the task space pose error into the reflection force in IRSG,
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can be defined as:

RG : esx ∈ Rr → FRG ∈ IRSG, (8)
RG = −KG(I − JsJ

#
s ), (9)

where (·)# is the pseudo-inverse of (·). esx(= xd − xs) is
the task space pose error. r is the workspace dimension. KG

is a scalar force gain to adjust the magnitude of the reflection
force, FRG.

Similarly, from the definition of IRSE in Eq.(3), RE ,
which maps the task space pose error into the reflection force
in IRSE, can be defined as:

RE : esx ∈ Rr → FRE ∈ IRSE, (10)
RE = −KE(I − Js	J

#
s	)JsJ

#
s , (11)

where KE is a scalar force gain.
Therefore, the total reflection force, FR can be calculated

as:

FR = FRG + FRE = RGesx +REesx

= −{KG(I − JsJ
#
s )

+KE(I − Js	J
#
s	)JsJ

#
s }esx. (12)

Though the proposed RSP method calculates the direction of
the restriction space, it cannot estimate the magnitude. Thus,
users should scale KE and KG to fit for their applications
considering weighting between FRG and FRE . Note that
we can adjust the force gains, KG and KE , independently
since FRG ∈ IRSG and FRE ∈ IRSE are in orthogonal
complementary space.

B. Implementation of IRS using RSP method

A general form of the proposed RSP method can be
implemented as shown in Fig.2. When the desired command,
ẋd, is transferred from the master side, it is projected to the
range space of the slave robot, R(I−RG). Then, the desired
joint velocities are calculated from the projected desired
command, ẋp and the desired joint angle of the slave robot,
qsd, through inverse kinematics (IK). The local controller
of the slave robot3, Ks, moves the slave robot to follow
the desired pose. At the same time, the external torques are
distributed to joints due to the obstacle collisions, τ ext. P s

stands for the slave robot dynamics. The pose error, esx, is
calculated from xd and xs. qs is joint angle. FK is a forward
kinematic mapping from qs to xs. From Eq.(9), RG can be
calculated from the Jacobian, Js. Then, FRG = RG · esx.
From Js and esq , Js	 can be calculated as explained in
Section III and FRE = RE · esx from Eq.(11). FEF is the
force signal detected by force sensors.

Since IRS is calculated from the joint angle error con-
figuration in the RSP framework, an appropriate inverse
kinematics solution should be sought to decrease the joint
angle error avoiding the motion of the constrained joint.
Thus, it is possible to allow the human operator moves
the master device in larger IMS. The following inverse

3The proposed RSP works regardless of the local control algorithm of
the slave robot.

Fig. 2. Implementation of Restriction Space Projection method in a
teleoperation system. ẋd is the desired command transferred from the master
device. ẋp is the projected desired command onto the range space of the
slave robot. IK and FK stand for inverse and forward kinematic maps.
qsd and qs are the desired angle and the actual angle of the slave robot.
esq = qsd − qs. The local controller and the dynamics of the slave robot.
F ext is the external forces caused by obstacles. esx = xd − xs where,
xd and xs are the desire pose and the actual pose of the slave robot.
RG and RE are the RSP matrices. F R, F RG, and F RE are the total
reflection force, the reflection force by IRSG, and the reflection force by
IRSE respectively.

kinematics solution inspired by the inverse kinematics using
a potential function as a second manipulation variable [4],
[5] is proposed in [1].

q̇sd = J#
s ẋd

+ (In − J#
s J)(−k1

∂p

∂qsd

T

− k2
∂p

∂qsd

T ∂p

∂qsd

J#
s ẋd),

(13)

where p = 1
2e

T
sqesq = 1

2 (qsd−qs)T (qsd−qs), k1 > 0, and
k2 = || ∂p

∂qsd
(In −J#

s Js)||−2. Unless ∂p
∂qsd

(In −J#
s Js) =

0, q̇sd from Eq.(13) contributes to decrease p using its null
motion. The convergence of esq is proved in [1].

The inverse kinematics solution in Eq.(13) changes the
desired joint angle configuration to decrease the joint angle
error avoiding the joint motion constraints.

III. EXAMPLES

This section shows how to apply the proposed RSP
framework to various bilateral teleoperation systems through
three examples.

A. Example 1: Two degrees-of-freedom manipulator in three
dimensional cartesian task space

Consider a two degrees-of-freedom planar slave robot in
three dimensional cartesian space as shown in Fig. 3 (KDS-
RMASTER in Table I). The joint configuration and link
lengths are assumed as: qs1 = 0, qs2 = π/4, l1 = 0.2,
and l2 = 0.3. The pose error is assumed to be esx =
[esx, esy, esz]T : The Jacobian of the manipulator is:

Js =
[
Js1 Js2

]
=

 −0.3/
√

2 −0.3/
√

2
0.2 + 0.3/

√
2 0.3/

√
2

0 0

 . (14)
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From Eq.(9),

RG = −KG(I − JsJ
#
s ) = KG

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

 , (15)

FRG = RGesx = −KG

[
0 0 esz

]T
. (16)

From Eq.(15) and Eq.(16), the RSP method gives that the
z-direction is the restriction space when esz is non zero.

We will calculate two different IRSE for two constraint
conditions: i) the first joint is constrained (esq1 > ε and
esq2 < ε); ii) the second joint is constrained (esq1 < ε and
esq2 > ε)4, when the joint angle error, esq = [esq1, esq2]T .

When the first joint is constrained (or when the first joint
angle error is significant, i.e., esq1 > ε),

Js	1 =
[
0 Js2

]
=

0 −0.3/
√

2
0 0.3/

√
2

0 0

 . (17)

From Eq.(11), the RSP matrix and the reflection force can
be calculated as:

RE1 = −KE(I − Js1	J
#
s1	)JsJ

#
s = −KE

2

1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0

 ,
(18)

FRE1 = RE1es = −KE

2
(esx + esy)

[
1 1 0

]T
. (19)

When the second joint is constrained, in the same manner,

Js	2 =

 −0.3/
√

2 0
0.2 + 0.3/

√
2 0

0 0

 . (20)

The RSP matrix and the reflection force can be calculated
as:

RE2 = −KE(I − Js2	J
#
s2	)JsJ

#
s

= −KE

0.791 0.407 0
0.407 0.209 0

0 0 0

 , (21)

FRE2 = RE2es

= −KE(1.92esx + 0.99esy)

0.2 + 0.3/
√

2
0.3/
√

2
0

 .
(22)

Fig.3 illustrates the IMS and the IRSE at the given pose
in the 2-dimensional planar space. IMSE1 and IRSE1 are
the IMS and IRS when the first joint is constrained. IMSE2

and IRSE2 are the IMS and IRS when the second joint is
constrained. From Eq.(19) and Eq.(22), FRE1 and FRE2

reflect the forces in the direction of IRSE1 and IRSE2

respectively. Thus, the RSP method gives the accurate IRS.

Fig. 3. IRSG, IMSEi, IRSEi (i = 1, 2) : IMS and IRS when the ith joint
of a 2 degrees-of-freedom manipulator is constrained

Fig. 4. A simple version of BiTESS-II: 1 degrees-of-freedom manipulator
in 2 dimensional space. S1 is not achievable space due to the joint limit.
S2 is a free space.

B. Example 2: 1 degrees-of-freedom manipulator in 3 di-
mensional space

This example uses a simplified version of the spine bone
fusion surgical manipulator, BiTESS-II [16], as shown in
Fig.4 (KDS-RMASTER in Table I). The Jacobian of the
manipulator is described as:

Js =

−r cos(q)
−r sin(q)

0

 . (23)

When r =
√

2 and q = π/4, i.e, x = −1 and y = −1, RG

and RE can be calculated from Eq.(9) and Eq.(11) as:

RG = −KG

 0.5 −0.5 0
−0.5 0.5 0

0 0 1

 (24)

RE = −KE

0.5 0.5 0
0.5 0.5 0
0 0 0

 . (25)

Assume that the pose error is [esx, esy, esz]T . If the pose
error is in the half space, S1, corresponding to the joint limit,
then, the motion is constrained, resulting in a joint error.
Therefore, when the desired command is in S1 and the joint
angle error is larger than ε, FRG and FRE can be calculated

4The subscriptions 1 and 2 are added to Js	, RE , and F RE for each
condition.
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Fig. 5. A planar 3 degrees-of-freedom manipulator in 3-dimensional
cartesian space.

from Eq.(24) and Eq.(25) as:

FRG = RG ·
[
esx, esy, esz

]T = 0.5KG

 (esx − esy)
−(esx − esy)

esz

 ,
(26)

FRE = RE ·
[
esx, esy, esz

]T = 0.5KE

(esx + esy)
(esx + esy)

0

 .
(27)

From Eq.(26), FRG constrains the z-axis motion of the slave
robot and the normal direction of the achievable path in x−y
plane.

When the desired command is in S2, where the manip-
ulator is within the joint limit, FRE = 0, and there is no
joint angle error. In Eq.(27), if the desired command is in S1,
the motion is constrained and the reflection force direction
is always normal to the constraint space.

C. Example 3: Three degrees-of-freedom manipulator in 3
dimensional space

Consider a three degrees-of-freedom planar manipulator
in 3-dimensional cartesian space (KDS-RSLAVE in Table I)
as shown in Fig.5. When l1 = l2 = l3 = 1, q1 = π/2,
q2 = −π/2, and q3 = 2π/3, the Jacobian is represented as:

Js =
[
Js1 Js2 Js3

]
=

−1−
√

3/2 −
√

3/2 −
√

3/2
1/2 1/2 −1/2
0 0 0


(28)

In this example, we assume that esq1 > ε, esq2 > ε, and
esq3 < ε when the joint angle error is represented as esq =
[esq1, esq2, esq3]T . Thus, the first and the second joint are
constrained simultaneously. Then,

Js	 =
[
0 0 Js3

]
=

0 0 −
√

3/2
0 0 −1/2
0 0 0

 (29)

RE can be calculated from Eq.(9) and Eq.(11) as:

RG = KG

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

 (30)

RE = KE

 1/4 −
√

3/4 0
−
√

3/4 3/4 0
0 0 0

 . (31)

Assume that the pose error is esx = [esx, esy, esz]T . Then,
FRG and FRE can be calculated from Eq.(24) and Eq.(25)
as:

FRG = RGes = KG

[
0, 0, esz

]T
,

(32)

FRE = REes = KE(
√

3esy − esx)/4

−1√
3

0

 .
(33)

From Eq.(32), the motion in z-direction is constrained by
FRG. From Eq.(33), the motion in the tangential direction
of the third link, qs1 + qs2 + qs3 = 2π/3, is constrained.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Restriction Space Projection method is simple and
effective solution to provide the accurate direction of Instan-
taneous Restriction Space for position sensor based force
reflection of any types of kinematically dissimilar multi
degrees-of-freedom bilateral teleoperation systems. It oper-
ates robustly in unstructured environments where the slave
robot can collide with unexpected obstacles at any point on
body of the slaver robot not just the tip point of the end-
effector, as typically assumed by bilateral teleoperation force
reflection algorithm.

The RSP method guarantees the accurate direction of
the restriction space but it cannot calculate the amplitude
of the interaction force at the slave side. The amplitude
needs to be adjusted by multiplying the projected position
error by a scalar force gain, as it is typically done in
position error based force feedback algorithm. If the force
sensors placed on the robot are able to detect every possible
collision including unexpected link collision, it promises
better results than position error force feedback method. As
such, the proposed RSP method is developed to enhance the
conventional position sensor based force feedback, not to
replace the force sensor based force feedback.

The application of the RSP method is limited to the
restriction space generated by relatively high impedance
obstacles that constraint the motion of the slaver robot. In
other words, the RSP does not work if the motion of the slave
robot is not constrained by obstacles (e.g, a powerful slave
robot that can pushes obstacles without any disturbance or a
slave robot with non back-drivable joints that is not affected
by exogenous active constraints). It is a trade-off between
the sensitivity of the force amplitude estimation and the cost
of the force sensors.
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